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MEMBERS' COMMENTS ON PREVIOUS ARTICLES 
What Is It?   Bulletin 284 Pg.12. 

From JACK BRANDT:- 
 

This photocopy is of another perfin 
punched through the selvedge. The 
perfin is KICo (K1000.01) - identity  
not known. The selvedge is red and 
Jack believes it is from an Edward  
VII 1d. The other copy is the  

reverse of an actual KE7 1d stamp - the die of which he has both  
with and without the missing hole. (See Bulletin 285 Pg.9 for  
his article on Missing pin dies) 

*     *     *     *     * 
Perforated Triangle Stamps    Bulletin 285 Pg.10. 

I apologise to the gentleman who rang with the following  
information. I was in the throes of dishing up the evening meal  
and although I wrote down the information I did not catch the name  
of the caller, forgetting to check at the end of the conversation:  
tantalising smells invading my nostrils!! Drop me a line and I  
will acknowledge in the next Bulletin. 

I was told that there is a triangle Netherlands 1936 6c  
Pictorial Definitive with perfin 'SB' and a 1926 4d of South  
Africa with. 'JD&Co' perfin. 

BRIAN DENNIS from South Africa knows of six other triangular 
stamps with perfin. On the South Africa 1926 4d 'Hope' stamp:- 

1 E.A./C. of the East Asiatic Co Ltd. 
2 WD/SS (2 copies) which was probably used by William Dawson « 
Sons (South Africa) Ltd. 
3 D.R/C - likely used by the Dunlop Rubber Co (S.A.) Ltd. 
4 TB (2 copies) user unknown. 
From the Netherlands:- 
5 SG461 - the 12½ Gisbertus Voetius Commem with N.B/V. perfin. 
From Austria:- 
6 An Austrian Newspaper stamp. SG N32 - which is a 2h Express 
stamp. This has the MF/C die of M Faber 6 Co, Vienna. 

*     *     *     *     * 




